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Stochastic Simulation and Robust Design Optimization of Integrated Photonic Filters

T. W. Weng, D. Melati, A. Melloni, L. Daniel
Sponsorship: NSF

Photonics is rapidly emerging as a mature and promising technology, and it is evolving from a pure research topic to a market-ready player, aiming at achieving large production volumes and small fabrication costs. Pushed by these motivations, process design kits, circuit simulators, generic foundry approaches, and multi-project-wafer runs are quickly changing the way that photonic circuits are conceived and designed. On the other hand, stochastic uncertainties such as fabrication variations are unavoidable in production processes. It is well known that such uncertainties can have a dramatic impact on the functionality of fabricated circuits. In order to obtain a high quality design of a photonic circuit, it is important to include such uncertainties during the early design stages. Hence, uncertainty quantification techniques become fundamental instruments to efficiently obtain the statistical information and to achieve a high-quality design.

Monte Carlo simulation is commonly exploited to evaluate the impact of fabrication uncertainties on the functionality of designed circuits. Although effective, it suffers from a slow convergence rate and requires long computation time. Meanwhile, stochastic spectral methods have recently been regarded as a promising alternative for statistical analysis due to their fast convergence. The key idea is to approximate the output quantity of interest (e.g., the bandwidth of a filter) with a set of orthonormal polynomial basis functions, known as generalized polynomial chaos expansion. Our goal in this work is to develop an efficient, robust design-optimization technique based on the state-of-the-art sampled-based stochastic spectral methods, which are mainly used for statistical analysis in the field of uncertainty quantification. Figure 1 shows a fifth-order directly coupled ring resonator used to demonstrate our technique. Due to fabrication process variations, the gap $g$ and effective phase index $n_{eff}$ of each ring resonator are uncertain, so the 3dB bandwidth varies greatly. In this example, we would like to design the nominal gap $g$ for each ring that minimizes the mean-square-error of 3dB bandwidth. Figure 2 plots simulation results of the un-optimized nominal design and optimized nominal design. We show that the optimized circuits are more robust to fabrication process variations and achieve a reduction of 11% to 35% in the mean-square-errors of the 3dB bandwidth compared to un-optimized nominal designs.

FURTHER READING

Germanium Photodetectors on Amorphous Substrates for Electronic-Photonic Integration

B. S. Pearson, L. C. Kimerling, J. Michel
Sponsorship: ARPA-E

Silicon photonics has emerged as a leading technology to overcome the bandwidth and energy efficiency bottlenecks of standard metal interconnects. Integration of photonics in the back-end-of-line (BEOL) of a standard CMOS process enables the advantages of optical interconnects while benefiting from the low-cost of monolithic integration. However, processing in the BEOL requires device fabrication on amorphous substrates and constrains processing to ≤450°C. A germanium photodetector was fabricated while adhering to these processing constraints in order to demonstrate a proof of concept for BEOL integration.

Crystalline Ge was grown on SiO$_2$ by selective deposition in geometrically confined channels. The emerging Ge grains were coalesced to fill a lithographically defined trench, forming the active area of a photodetector. The Ge was measured to have a tensile strain of 0.5%, which was caused by thermal expansion mismatch with the substrate, and concentrated by small voids from imperfect coalescence. The resolved shear stress was determined to be below the critical resolved shear stress, verifying that dislocation generation does not occur in this material. The strain was shown to increase the absorption of Ge at long wavelengths, allowing for implementation along the entire telecom window.

A Schottky barrier to p-type Ge was developed by the addition of a 1-nm tunneling Al$_2$O$_3$ layer between an Al/Ge metal contact. This de-pinned the Fermi level, creating a barrier height of 0.46 eV. The Schottky contacts enabled the fabrication of metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetectors on epitaxial Ge with dark current densities of 2.1 x 10$^{-2}$ A/cm$^2$. Gain was observed in these photodetectors, with internal quantum efficiencies (IQE) of 405%. MSM detectors were also made using Ge on SiO$_2$, exhibiting an IQE of 370%. This is the first demonstration of IQE > 100% in a Ge MSM or pin photodetector and proves the feasibility of making high-performance active photonic devices while adhering to BEOL processing constraints.

**Figure 1:** Plane-view SEM image of coalesced Ge grains that are grown on SiO$_2$ at 450 °C. After planarization, this serves as the active material for BEOL-compatible MSM photodetectors.

**Figure 2:** Responsivity of crystalline Ge MSM photodetectors with different contact separations under 980-nm illumination. An IQE of 405% is measured at a bias of 4 V and contact separation of 0.5 µm.
Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs) offer high detection efficiency, low timing jitter, low dark counts, short reset time, and broad spectral response. This unique combination of properties has made SNSPDs an attractive choice for quantum information processing applications. Recent advances in photonic integrated single-photon sources and quantum memories have created increasing demand for on-chip integration of high performance SNSPDs, toward realizing a complete on-chip photonic quantum processor. Among various waveguide materials, aluminum nitride (AlN) stands out as a promising candidate. It has a broad spectral window of transparency, intrinsic electro-optic and piezoelectric properties, and a low fluorescence rate. To date, direct fabrication of high efficiency SNSPDs on AlN has not been demonstrated.

We have now successfully fabricated high-efficiency niobium nitride (NbN) SNSPDs on AlN-on-sapphire substrates. The NbN thin films were deposited using reactive DC magnetron sputtering at 840°C. The films had a thickness of ~5 nm, critical temperature of 10.6–11.4K, and sheet resistance of 500–550 Ω/square. We adopted a 2-element superconducting nanowire avalanche photodetector (2-SNAP) design with 60-nm wire width to achieve high quantum efficiency and signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 1 shows scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of fabricated devices. The devices were tested at 2.45K under 1550-nm illumination and showed saturated detection efficiency (an indication of high internal quantum efficiency), sub-60-ps jitter, and ~6 ns reset time (see Figure 2). The devices were designed for integration on AlN single mode waveguides operating at 637-nm wavelength, corresponding to the zero-photon line of nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond. Since the quantum efficiency of SNSPDs increases with photon energy, we expect more prominent saturation behavior at 637 nm. We are now working towards fabricating AlN waveguides on the detector chips and integrating single-photon sources and quantum memories to realize a full single-photon quantum circuit.

**FURTHER READING**

We have demonstrated spatially- and time-resolved photon counting in a single superconducting nanowire, which was designed as a slow-wave transmission line. We were able to discriminate where and when photons landed along a continuous nanowire of 20-mm-long and 300 nm wide. Instead of using an array of discrete photodetectors to acquire an optical image, the slow-wave nanowire (SWN) is meandered into a 286 μm × 193 μm square and has an equivalent pixel number of over 300. In addition to this spatial resolution, the arrival time of each photon was simultaneously resolved with a timing jitter of 100 ps for photons with a wavelength of 1.5 μm.

The spatial and temporal photodetection information was read out by measuring the difference and sum of the pulse arrival times on the nanowire’s two outputs, respectively. This method was possible because we designed our superconducting nanowire such that it behaved not only as a single-photon detector, but also as a slow-wave transmission line. When a photon is absorbed, creating a hotspot, two electrical pulses are generated and propagate towards the two ends of the nanowire. By measuring the arrival times of the two electrical pulses, we determined the location of photon absorption from the difference and the photon arrival time from the sum. Signals propagate along the nanowire at a velocity of several percent of the speed of light, tens of times slower than an identical transmission line made from normal metals because the nanowire has high kinetic inductance. Combining the slow-wave transmission line with our 3 ps electrical timing uncertainty allows us to determine the position at which the photon was observed to a precision of 30 μm.

Figure 1: SEM image of the slow-wave nanowire. We designed the nanowire into a coplanar waveguide. The signal line, a 300-nm-wide nanowire with a 100-nm-wide gap to the ground plan, is made from the same NbN film. The total length of the slow-wave nanowire (SWN) is 20 mm.

Figure 2: An optical image taken by the slow-wave nanowire. The wavelength of the light used is 780 nm. A metal mesh with a period of 75 μm was put on top of the imager to create this pattern.

FURTHER READING
Development of Compact and Scalable Packaging for a Fiber-Coupled Single-Photon Detector Array


Sponsorship: ONR, DARPA, AFOSR

Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs) combine high speed, low timing jitter, and high detection efficiency, making them suitable for quantum-secured communications. We are developing a package to couple an array of single-mode 1550-nm-wavelength optical fibers to an array of SNSPDs. Unlike previous coupling methods, our design uses the high density of single-mode fiber arrays to integrate eight detectors, coupled one-to-one, to optical fibers within an area <1cm×1cm. Figure 1(a) shows the CAD design of the package. The fiber array was glued to the SNSPD chip and attached to a copper mount with a clamp. The chip was wire-bonded to an eight-channel PCB for read-out. The copper mount was designed to mount in a closed-cycle cryostat. Figure 1(b) shows a schematic of the alignment method. The detectors were spaced on the chip to match the pitch of the fiber array.

The SNSPD chip and the fiber array were aligned using an IR imaging system. After gluing we dipped the chip and array in liquid helium and verified that the glue resisted the thermal cycling. We fabricated a 32-element series-2-superconducting nanowire avalanche photodetector (S2-SPAD) array with 250-µm pitch matching the 32-element fiber array spacing. The fiber array was controlled on two rotational axes and one translational axis. The chip was controlled on the two orthogonal translational axes for a total control on five axes. We are currently integrating the detector chip in a cryostat with base temperature of 2.9 K, which will become the eight-channel single-photon receiver. We will use this system in flood-light quantum key distribution experiment.

FURTHER READING

In this research (a collaboration with Dr. Daniel Smalley of Brigham Young University), we design and fabricate acousto-optic, guided-wave modulators in proton-exchanged lithium niobate for use in holographic and other high-bandwidth displays. Guided-wave techniques make possible the fabrication of modulators that are higher in bandwidth and lower in cost than analogous bulk-wave acousto-optic devices or other spatial light modulators used for diffractive displays; these techniques enable simultaneous modulation of red, green, and blue light. In particular, we are investigating multichannel variants of these devices with an emphasis on maximizing the number of modulating channels to achieve large total bandwidths. To date, we have demonstrated multichannel full-color modulators capable of displaying holographic light fields at standard-definition television resolution and at video frame rates. Figures 1 and 2 show a schematic diagram of our device and an image displayed using it, respectively. Our current work explores a variant of this technology that is suitable for wearable holographic displays, fabricated using femtosecond laser micromachining.

**FURTHER READING**

Lab-on-Chip Dark-Field Imaging Device with Tunable Emission Profile

C. Chazot, Y. Kim, I. Coropceanu, M. Bawendi, M. Kolle
Sponsorship: MTL, MISTI

Dark-field microscopy is a well-known imaging technique used to enhance the contrast in unstained samples by suppressing low spatial frequency contributions (areas of uniform intensity), thereby emphasizing high spatial frequency components (for instance edges) in the image. The sample is illuminated with light incident on the sample at a high angle that is not collected by the objective lens, unless it is scattered by the imaged object. Even though it is a simple method that provides high-quality images, it usually requires a classic bulky optical microscope, with dedicated objectives and filtering cubes. Here, we present research aimed at creating a lab-on-chip dark-field imaging device, which can provide dark-field imaging capabilities without the need for sophisticated equipment. We produce a micro-patterned fluorescent surface with a spatially tunable light emission profile, consisting of quantum dots in a polymer matrix sandwiched between a Bragg reflector on the top and semi-spherical micro-concavities at the bottom. While the quantum dots emit light in all directions, the confinement between the Bragg mirror and the semi-spherical cavities allow light to exit from the surface only in a limited angle range. The color of the emitted light is determined by the quantum dots’ emission spectrum, while directionality is imposed by the stop band of the Bragg reflector. Tuning of the Bragg reflector band-gap, or the combination of Bragg reflectors with different band-gaps, allows for the creation of a rich variety of light emission profiles. To maximize light emission in the desired limited angle range, an array of bioinspired, hexagonally arranged semi-spherical gold micro-reflectors is used. Each patterned surface measures 1” x 1”, and more than 10 Bragg reflectors can be assembled on it, providing the same number of dark-field imaging ring profiles. A sample placed on top of the surface will be illuminated with light of the desired angular distribution only, which for dark-field imaging would be at angles larger than the numerical aperture of the imaging objective. This surface with tailorable light emission profiles constitutes a highly compact, simple, tunable solution for dark-field imaging, and it could for instance find application in miniaturized imaging devices for microbiology.

**FURTHER READING**

Low-Loss Planar Chalcogenide Glass Photonics

Q. Du, Y. Huang, J. Li, D. Kita, J. Michon, H. Lin, L. Li, C. Smith, K. Richardson, W. Zhang, J. Hu
Sponsorship: NSF, DOE

Chalcogenide glasses (ChGs) are widely recognized as the material of choice for sensing, flexible substrate integration and all-optical signal processing due to their broad transparency window in the infrared region, low processing temperature, and high Kerr nonlinearity. In addition, their high refractive indices enable small optical mode volume without suffering from excessive radiative loss. Nevertheless, unlike standard integrated photonic materials with well-established processing protocols such as silicon and silica, planar processing of ChGs remains much less mature despite their exceptional optical properties.

The ChG devices were fabricated on 6” silicon wafers with 3-µm thermally grown oxide coating. A piranha clean was performed prior to film deposition to ensure pristine wafer surface quality. Subsequently, Ge$_{23}$Sb$_7$S$_{70}$ (GSS) bulk glass was thermally evaporated onto the wafer to form a 450-nm-thick ChG film. A 400-nm-thick ZEP resist was then spun onto the glass film and exposed on an Elionix ELS-F125 e-beam system. The resist was then developed by rinsing in ZED-N50 to reveal the patterns. Reactive-ion etching was then carried out on a PlasmaTherm RIE etcher with fluorine chemistry. Channel waveguides were fabricated by etching through the entire GSS layer. After etching, remaining resists were stripped by soaking the sample in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone. The fluorine-etched samples underwent an additional oxygen plasma treatment step to remove the fluorocarbon polymer deposited on the waveguide sidewalls formed during the plasma process. SEM images of the waveguide are shown in Figures a and the transmission of the waveguide resonator is provided in Figure c. We successfully demonstrated a record high Q on chip ChG resonator of $1.2 \times 10^6$.

![Figure 1](image)

▲ Figure 1: a) SEM top view of GSS waveguide. b) cross-sectional view, and c) transmission spectrum of the waveguide resonator.

**FURTHER READING**

On-chip Mid-infrared Gas Detection Using Chalcogenide Glass Waveguide

Z. Han, P. Lin, V. Singh, L. C. Kimerling, J. Hu, K. Richardson, A. Agarwal, D. T. H. Tan
Sponsorship: Ministry of Defense, Singapore

We demonstrate an on-chip sensor for room-temperature detection of methane gas using a broadband spiral chalcogenide glass waveguide coupled with an off-chip laser and detector. The waveguide is fabricated using UV lithography patterning and lift-off after thermal evaporation. We measure the intensity change due to the presence and concentration of methane gas in the mid-infrared (MIR) range.

The GeSbS waveguide is fabricated by thermal evaporation and patterned by contact mask and UV lithography in MTL’s Exploratory Materials Laboratory (EML). A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chamber is placed on top of the waveguide that holds the gas. We use a spiral-structure design to increase the interaction length, and we use tapered waveguide structures to avoid high absorption loss at the intersection of the polymer chamber sidewall with the chalcogenide glass waveguide. The methane absorption peak at 3310 nm is used to quantify methane concentration in nitrogen down to 2.5 vol. %. At 3310 nm the calculated absorbance per centimeter of methane calculated from the experimental data is 1.9, which matches the value from the NIST spectral database. This work provides an approach for broadband planar MIR gas sensing.

FURTHER READING

Electronic and Optoelectronic Transport of Transitional Metal Dichalcogenides

Sponsorship: ONR, AFOSR, DOE

We are investigating electronic and optoelectronic devices based on atomically thin two-dimensional semiconductors such as the transition metal dichalcogenides MoS$_2$ and WSe$_2$. These materials are interesting because they may display new basic physical phenomena not presenting in other materials. Only three atoms thick, they are inherently flexible and transparent materials. We characterize their electronic transport properties and potential for optoelectronic applications. To measure the transport properties of dichalcogenide devices as a function of temperature, we must make low-resistance electrical contacts to the material. To achieve this, we encapsulate few-layer WSe$_2$ in hexagonal boron nitride that has been patterned to allow ionic liquid doping of the contact region (Figure 1). This technique simultaneously protects the WSe$_2$ surface above and below, resulting in the highest mobility few-layer WSe$_2$ devices reported to date.

In addition, due to the ultrathin nature of the devices, interlayer transport across different two-dimensional materials becomes very efficient and reveals unique properties. For instance, the vertical MoS$_2$-BN-graphene van der Waals heterostructure exclusively allows hole transport (after optical excitation) across the BN barrier based on the band alignment, which could lead to novel functionalities (Figure 2).

**Figure 1:** WSe$_2$ electronic transport. (a) Contact resistance and (b) Hall mobility at 220 K. (c) Schematic and (d) Optical image of the device.

**Figure 2:** MoS$_2$-BN-graphene vertical photocurrent. (a) Schematic of the measurement. (b) Vertical photocurrent as a function of the interlayer voltage and excitation photon energy.

**FURTHER READING**

High-Responsivity Graphene-Boron Nitride Photodetector in a Silicon Photonic Integrated Circuit

Sponsorship: EFRC Center for Excitonics

The remarkable electrical and optical properties of graphene are promising for efficient optoelectronic devices. However, a long-lasting issue in graphene-based devices is a relatively low absorption coefficient, which is 2.3% due to its ultra-thin thickness. To enhance the light-matter interaction in this single atomic layer material, graphene has been integrated into optical waveguides and cavities. By coupling graphene to the guided mode in a silicon waveguide, previously demonstrated graphene photodetectors can exhibit a maximum absorption of 60% of the input light with a maximum of responsivity of 0.1 A/W.

In this work, we demonstrate a graphene-hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) photodetector integrated with a silicon waveguide. In addition to the enhanced absorption of graphene on top of a waveguide, an extra gate terminal serves to manipulate the Fermi energy ($E_F$) in graphene to assist the separation of photo-excited carriers. The maximum responsivity of the device is 0.36 A/W, corresponding to an internal quantum efficiency of 15% at zero source-drain bias voltage ($V_{DS}$). At high frequencies, the device exhibits a 3dB cut-off frequency at 42 GHz.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the graphene-hBN photodetector. Encapsulated single-layer graphene was transferred onto a silicon waveguide using a van der Waals (vdW) assembly technique. Two metal contacts (source and drain) were deposited on graphene to extract photocurrent. An extra gate metal electrode was deposited 50 μm away from the graphene channel. We then coated a layer of polymer electrolyte (Poly(ethylene oxide) plus LiClO$_4$) on the entire sample to control the carrier densities in graphene via the gate electrode. Tuning $V_{GS}$ and $V_{DS}$ can adjust the potential profile of the metal-graphene junction to achieve different internal quantum efficiencies of the photodetector. We measured a maximum responsivity of 0.36 A/W at $V_{GS} = 2$ V and $V_{DS} = 1.2$ V, as shown in Figure 2. The six-fold pattern of the photocurrent mapping indicates a strong photothermoelectric (PTE) effect for the photocurrent generation.

**FURTHER READING**

High-yield Creation of Diamond Defect Centers in Photonic Crystal Cavities

*SUNY Polytechnic Institute
Sponsorship: AFOSR PECASE, AFOSR Quantum Memories MURI, ARL CDQI, Sandia National Lab, Brookhaven National Lab

The negatively charged nitrogen vacancy defect center (NV) in diamond is a promising solid-state spin system for the implementation of quantum information processes. It has excellent electron spin coherence times of up to 600 ms in bulk and has been applied as a spin qubit in a two-node quantum network for quantum entanglement and teleportation. These first proof-of-principle experiments indicate the potential for networks with large scale entanglement and cluster state generation. However, entanglement success rates are presently several orders of magnitude smaller than the NV spin coherence times, limiting entanglement to two nodes. Optical cavities, on the other hand, could increase these rates by Purcell-enhancing the NV zero phonon line (ZPL) spontaneous emission rate.

Here, we report on the scalable creation of NV-cavity and -photonic systems where the NV is located within 30 nm from the device mode maximum. For an exemplary sample, we determine 1.1(+/- 0.2) NVs per cavity and exactly one single NV in every third cavity. In addition, we show 20-fold Purcell enhancement of multiple single NV-cavity systems. This targeted generation of coupled NV-cavity systems represents a crucial step towards the fabrication of scalable solid-state quantum networks. Furthermore, we show that our method can be applied to a variety of nanostructured diamond and solid-state samples such as µ-waveguides and grating structures for enhanced photon collection where the exact positioning of an NV is crucial for the performance of the photonic device.

FURTHER READING

Circular Gratings for Efficient Collection from Implanted Silicon Vacancy Centers in Diamond


The fluorescence of silicon vacancy centers (SiV), in contrast to the most extensively studied nitrogen vacancy centers, exhibits a sharp and spectrally almost lifetime-limited emission with approximately 80% emitting into its zero photon line at 737 nm. This trait greatly benefits their use as qubits for quantum information systems and as probes for precision measurement. For both applications, the efficient detection of the fluorescence from SiV is of essential importance. Here, we report the efficient fluorescence collection from implanted SiV in bulk diamond located in a nano-fabricated chirped circular grating structure, as Figure 1b shows (perspective view).

The proposed and demonstrated circular grating structure consists of a series of concentric air slits in diamond with the emitter located at the concentric center. The grating structure has a red dot indicating the SiV. The chirped circular grating structure is obtained through a numerical optimization process with the collection efficiency for a low numerical aperture (NA) of only 0.4 as the figure of merit. Figure 1d indicates that the electromagnetic field is confined in the lateral direction and the dipole emits mainly downwards. The predicted collection efficiency with an NA of 0.4 is 41.4% for collection from the bottom (Figure 1c) and 1.4% for collection from the top (Figure 1a), resulting in a directionality of 30: we expect to collect about 30x more photons from the bottom. Sample fabrication is performed using transferred mask lithography followed by focused Si ion implantation to create SiV. The fabricated sample is shown in Figure 1f. Our recent optical measurements show that the emission from the SiV preferentially goes to the bottom in the presence of the circular grating. The total collected number of photons from the bottom is about 4.9 times greater than that from the top of the sample (Figure 1e). We expect to further improve the collection efficiency by adding additional reflective layers and performing the measurement on tens of micrometer-thick diamond samples where higher NA optics are accessible and less aberration is induced.

Figure 1: Simulated far field profile for (a) top and (c) bottom side collection. (b) Illustration of the grating structure. (d) Simulated intensity distribution in the cross-sectional view. (e) The measured spectrally-resolved fluorescence intensity. The inset shows the simulated collection efficiency for top and bottom collection. (f) Scanning electron micrograph of the fabricated device.

FURTHER READING

Ultrafast Fluorescent Decay Induced by Metal-mediated Dipole-dipole Interaction in Two-dimensional Molecular Aggregates

Sponsorship: NSF, AFOSR

A two-dimensional molecular aggregate (2DMA), a thin sheet of strongly interacting dipole molecules self-assembled at a close distance on an ordered lattice, is a fascinating fluorescent material. It is distinctively different from the single or colloidal dye molecules or quantum dots in most previous research.

In the paper, we verify that when a 2DMA is placed at a nanometric distance from a metallic substrate, the strong and coherent interaction between the dipoles inside the 2DMA dominates its fluorescent decay at picosecond timescale. We fabricate the 2DMA samples with different distances from the Ag substrate and measure the lifetime and photoluminescence intensity using a streak camera (Figure 1). Our interacting lattice-dipole calculation reveals that the metal-mediated dipole-dipole interaction shortens the fluorescent lifetime to about one half (Figure 2(A)) and increases the energy dissipation rate by ten times more than expected from the non-interacting single-dipole picture (Figure 2(B)). Our finding can enrich our understanding of nanoscale energy transfer in molecular excitonic systems and may designate a new direction for developing fast and efficient optoelectronic devices.

FURTHER READING

Flexible integrated photonics, a new technology that has started to burgeon only in the past few years, enables a wide cross-section of emerging applications ranging from flexible optical interconnects to conformal sensors on biological tissues. TiO$_2$, a typically biocompatible material, works as a good candidate for the fabrication of biocompatible and flexible integrated photonics. Using a sol-gel method, we deposited amorphous TiO$_2$ films at a low temperature (< 250 °C), and they exhibited a low optical loss of 3 dB/cm. Structural and optical properties of the films were characterized by FT-IR, Uv-vis, Refractometry, etc. Further, we fabricated and tested TiO$_2$ optical waveguides and resonators monolithically integrated on flexible polymer substrates and resonator quality factors as high as 20,000 were measured. Despite the inherent mechanical rigidity of the TiO$_2$ material, we experimentally demonstrated repeated folding of the devices down to < 0.3 mm radius without degrading their optical performance by using the developed multi-neutral-axis mechanical design. Finally, we showed through in-vitro tests that the TiO$_2$ devices are non-cytotoxic. These results indicate that sol-gel TiO$_2$ can serve as a promising material platform for novel biophotonic devices.

FURTHER READING

Towards Lasing in Colloidal Quantum Dots Using Nanobeam Photonic Crystal Cavities

T. S. Mahony, P. B. Deotare, V. Bulović
Sponsorship: NSF, EFRC Center for Excitonics

Techniques in biology and medicine such as imaging, sensing, and other lab-on-chip applications require the use of visible lasers. Currently, there exist no tunable, compact, visible lasers that are well suited to this purpose. We propose the use of CdSe/CdZnS core-shell colloidal quantum dots, which are solution-processed nanocrystals with high brightness that are size-tunable and therefore spectrally tunable sources, to be used as gain for such lasers. We have identified nanobeam photonic crystal cavities as resonators that have high quality factors and low mode volumes and are well suited for integrated applications due to their waveguide geometry. By coupling the light emission from colloidal quantum dots into a single mode nanobeam photonic crystal cavity, we will demonstrate low-threshold, compact, tunable lasers.

To create our nanobeam cavities, we mix colloidal quantum dots into poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) in solution. We spin coat the resulting solution, forming a composite film of colloidal quantum dots embedded into a PMMA polymer matrix. Since PMMA is used as an ebeam resist, we are able to nanopattern the films and undercut them, suspended the structures in air, as in Figure 1. Under optical excitation, these structures demonstrate enhanced luminescence through the cavity mode, as Figure 2 shows. By fitting the mode to a Lorentzian lineshape, we can extract a cavity quality factor of around 3000.

We are now studying ways to increase the optical gain in our structures to make them lase. By studying the effect of concentration of colloidal quantum dots in PMMA films on the film quality, we have determined that we can increase the density of dots by a factor of 5. We also are optimizing our lithography to increase the quality factor of our nanobeam photonic crystal cavities. Similar polymeric cavities with Q’s of 36,000 have been reported in the literature, so we estimate a potential improvement of about an order of magnitude can be achieved in our cavities as well. We are also performing spectroscopy of our colloidal quantum dots, to ensure they are of good optical quality for lasing applications. We will measure their optical gain using a transient absorption setup and a variable stripe length setup.

**Figure 1:** SEM images showing a suspended nanobeam photonic crystal cavity. Film cracks and warping are caused by the process of imaging devices since the polymer film is nonconductive and heats up under high-energy electron flux.

**Figure 2:** Photoluminescence spectra taken of a nanobeam photonic crystal cavity showing enhanced luminescence through the cavity mode as a function of increasing pump power. Optical excitation is with a 400-nm laser.

**FURTHER READING**